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Q10 Do you think New Voices in Japanese Studies is a useful initiative for
supporting Japanese Studies in Australia?
Answered: 90

Skipped: 7

Yes, definitely
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#

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY.

DATE

1

Helpful It offers a chance for emerging researchers to publish, even if they are studying beyond
Japanese language - in my case, my students study Japanese film.

2/8/2018 8:00 AM

2

Helpful The quality of feedback that the four students that I have supervised who have published
in New Voices received was excellent. The students were challenged by it and learned about the
rigour required for academic publication. The process was supportive and without the
dismissiveness that often turns early career researchers off pursuing academic life. Publishing in
New Voices has been an excellent learning experience for the students. There is great value in
fostering early career researchers in Japanese Studies through this journal.

2/7/2018 10:12 AM

3

Helpful Many journals are difficult for early career researchers to publish their own work in a
timely fashion.

2/7/2018 9:49 AM

4

Helpful An avenue for emerging scholars looking to publish their research at a high level as an
introduction to the academic world after graduation

2/6/2018 2:25 PM

5

Helpful It affords ECRs a valuable outlet for publishing their research.

2/2/2018 7:26 AM

6

Narrow subject matter There seems to be a monopoly on the topics included in the volumes,

2/1/2018 6:44 PM

7

Helpful Its important to have a place to get research out.

1/31/2018 12:34 PM
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8

Helpful An invaluable forum for emerging scholars to be published.

1/30/2018 9:18 AM

9

Low ranking, recognition Some papers are of high quality, but not all.

1/29/2018 12:17 PM

10

Helpful it provides early researchers an opportunity to publish their research and the experience
of going through a peer review process

1/27/2018 11:32 AM

11

Helpful It is a great journal for showcasing the work of diverse scholars in Japanese studies in
Australia and also gives an opportunity for young scholars to publish their work

1/25/2018 8:38 PM

12

Helpful Any publication that draws attention to Japan and assists in the development of young
researchers with an interest in Japan is useful for promoting Japanese studies.

1/24/2018 3:12 PM

13

Low ranking, recognition I don't read it myself and don't know if younger colleagues or students
find it a good outlet. Because it doesn't rate academically very highly there is a trade off about
publishing in other, more recognized journals.

1/24/2018 11:05 AM

14

Helpful NV is an amazing way for early career researchers to kick start their career. I wish that I
had been able to submit ...

1/24/2018 10:48 AM

15

Helpful It is a great opportunity for postgraduate students in Australia who want to publish their
research.

1/24/2018 10:35 AM

16

Helpful It provides a great training environment for the peer-review publication process, and
provides exposure to a academic field that is relevant for future contacts and academic work.

1/24/2018 9:55 AM

17

Helpful It gives young researchers an important platform to transmit their research.

1/24/2018 9:50 AM

18

Helpful It provides a nice platform for new researchers

1/22/2018 5:03 PM

19

Helpful It is a wonderful entry point for students who have finished Honours. Some of the bigger
academic journals are very slow in publishing, or are unlikely to accept postgraduate publications.

1/22/2018 10:54 AM

20

Helpful it encourages new researchers

1/21/2018 4:09 PM

21

Low ranking, recognition It’s perceived as a journal for students.

1/18/2018 8:14 AM

22

Helpful I highly recommend this publication and have strongly urged my students to consider it as
an outlet. It fills an excellent niche between course paper and full high citation journal article

1/17/2018 4:37 PM

23

Helpful Narrow subject matter Assistance to emerging scholars, although content tends to
excessively reflect current academic fashion.

1/17/2018 3:30 PM

24

Helpful Excellent feedback for emerging researchers; closely replicates the review and
submission process of mainstream journals

1/17/2018 1:32 PM

25

Helpful it is important for early career researchers to publish their work and this can be difficult, it
also makes people feel like they are part of a field.

1/17/2018 1:23 PM

26

Helpful It is very useful for Honours and Masters projects which may not be quite substantial
enough to be published elsewhere.

1/17/2018 1:10 PM

27

Challenging Helpful It is a great opportunity for Honours and graduate students to draw on their
graduation thesis for a publication. Some students have had difficulty getting through the process
and have found the rigour a bit intense but maybe that is a good thing.

1/17/2018 12:01 PM

28

Helpful Few venues for emerging researchers to publish their work. Offers a level of feedback to
these contributors that they would not receive elsewhere.

1/17/2018 11:40 AM

29

Helpful provides a further outlet for younger colleagues' work

1/17/2018 11:38 AM

30

Helpful It introduces HDR students to the world of publishing and gives them a venue to share
their work.

1/17/2018 11:35 AM

31

Low ranking, recognition Even graduate students (including highly capable Honours students)
need to publish in better outlets if they want academic recognition. The publication would be a
good place for capable undergrads and average Honours students to experience the process and
get one publication as a result.

1/16/2018 5:07 PM
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32

Low ranking, recognition Whilst the journal is an excellent avenue for students to become
familiar with the practice of writing and submitting a peer-reviewed journal article, the nature of the
journal and its lack of international cache means that I often discourage students from publishing
there. For the sake of their careers, it is better for them to publish in high quality, internationalised
journals. The style guide and peer-review processes of NVJS are somewhat lax and bolstering
this, as well as seeking to have the journal listed on relevant Open Access databases would go a
long way in making me feel like the journal will be useful to the discipline. I would say that I would
like to see more academic editorial control over the journal, and the fact that the JF has oversight
over the journal has led some to question its validity as a legitimate academic source.

1/16/2018 12:20 PM

33

Helpful Yes, it gives emerging scholars in Australia and New Zealand opportunities to publish
their work on Japanese Studies. It showcases diversity of disciplines and fields within the area of
Japanese Studies. Emerging scholars are likely to be enthusiastic about sharing their publications
within their own circles as they are building up their portfolio, which generates more interest in
Japanese Studies in general in Australia.

1/16/2018 11:09 AM

34

Helpful its a good place for honours/ma students to publish their work

1/16/2018 10:08 AM
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